
as an example:
a lump of coal and a diamond are both carbon based.  under tremendous pressure and heat (a manufacturing 
process), a lump of coal can become a diamond.  which has more value, a lump of coal or a diamond?  does it 
matter that a diamond is a fraction of the size or weight of the original lump of coal?

GTL vs LNG
value ($) vs efficiency

THE CHOICE SHOULD BE SIMPLE
GO FOR THE HIGHER NETBACK VALUE ($)

OR A DIAMOND

OR GTL PRODUCED DIESEL

is the lng process more efficient - with 80 % of the well head energy reaching the market ? 
is the gtl process less efficient - with 70 % of the well head energy reaching the market ?

technically, lng is a more efficient process if you just look at delivered energy to the market

it is however totally false if you look at the value ($) of the delivered energy in the market

lng begins life as natural gas and ends life as natural gas

and ends life as a refined product such as dieselgtl begins life as natural 
while both are carbon based, their values ($) are totally different

if gtl produced diesel  is more valuable than lng derived natural gas should you care if the gtl process is less efficient 
in converting energy so long as the value received for the original energy is greater.

A LUMP OF COAL

WHICH WOULD YOU PREFER ?

LNG PRODUCED NATURAL GAS



Natural Gas Always Sells at a 
Discount to Gasoline and Diesel
on a mmbtu Basis in the Market1

Diesel, $15.38

Gasoline, $19.13

Natural Gas, $3.53
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Comparison of Diesel - Gasoline - Natural Gas on a mmbtu basis
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* California wholesale rack price at refinery outlet ** Avg of AECO, Henry Hub, CA City Gate and US wellhead

1Natural gas is sold $/mmbtu (million Btu’s) based upon the energy content of the natural gas as measured in Btu’s or British 
Thermal Units.  Gasoline and diesel are sold on the basis of $/gallon but each contain a certain amount of Btu’s per gallon. When 

you convert $/gallon for gasoline or diesel to $/mmbtu you can directly compare the value of natural gas to gasoline and diesel.
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